
Sally’s guide to timing animu



1.1) What is Timing?

Timing is where you make sure the dialogue and typesetting apppears at the right time and 

disappears at the right time and making sure that the viewer has enough time to read the 

subtitle. You might wonder how you’re supposed to do this alone, well you’re not. You will have 

a friend with you and that friend’s name is Aegisub.

1.2) Aegisub, who is he (she)?

Aegisub is the program you’ll be using, you can find the version you should use here: 

http://files.line0.eu/builds/Aegisub/

When you open the program, it will look like this:



1.3) Configuring AegiSub

Now as a timer for SallySubs, there are a few basic things you need to configure.

The most important one being the default Lead-in and Lead-out times.

To find the settings, go to View � Options.

The 2nd thing you should/can configure are the colors used, besides all the options there is one 

you should/can change. The Spectrum color. Most likely it will on default be set to “Icy Blue”. A 



lot of people change this to green because it’s easier on the eyes for longer periods of timing. 

Sometimes Icy Blue is clearer on finding the exact start/stop times of hard to hear dialogue lines. 

Myself I use Green, but if you feel Icy Blue is better for you, by all means use it.

Finally, check the advanced Audio and Video tabs and make sure the providers for each are set to

the examples below, if they’re not it will cause problems!

Also make sure “Force BT.601” is DISABLED.





1.4) Keyframes

What are keyframes? Are they important? YES.

For a timer, keyframes is the one thing you should always have, NEVER time without them.

In AegiSub, keyframes will show up as these pink lines in your audio.

A keyframe will indicate a scenechange. In normal circumstances this simply means that one 

scene ends and another begins. However during Battle or rapid movement scenes, this might just

mean that one character runs out of the frame and another enters while the basic scene stays 

the same but it will show as a scenechange. These will require a bit more attention but you can 

easily find these because multiple “pink lines” will show up one after the other in close proximity.

These keyframe or scenechanges will often be the lines you will stick lead-in or lead-out of 

dialogue lines to. If any of these 2 go over a pink line, this must be for a reason because 

otherwise it will be seen as a “Linebleed” and these are the worst.

When a line goes over a keyframe, I have a simple rule.

If what comes after it is nothing more than a remainder of a word “cha, san, wa, etc...” or just 

some grunting. You stop the line at the keyframe. If what comes after is at least a full word or 

more, it should be fine to continue the line into the next frame.

Now, when you load the Audio you will automatically have some pink lines or keyframes. But 

these are never complete or completely correct. This is why you need to create a keyframes file.

There are multiple ways of making one, but a simple way is to use virtualdub.



If you want to make a keyframe file, all you do is open virtualdub, load the video of the episode 

you want to time and go to the video tab and choose “compression”.

In this window, choose “Xvid MPEG-4 Codec”.

If you don’t have this option, you need to install K codec pack.

Now before you click on “ok”, click on “Configure” first. It should look like this.



If you have this, click “ok” twice until you have only the main virtualdub window left.

To start the process, just go to file � run video analysis pass and give it as much priority as your 

system can handle.

The file you need will now be saved in the main virtualdub folder as “video.pass”.

Once the process is done, I suggest renaming it and moving it to the same folder as where the 

files are for your timing as running another process with virtualdub will overwrite this file.

Now, to load these keyframes into aegisub, open your aegisub window and go to “Video � Load 

Keyframes” and select the .pass file we just made.

All the keyframes will now be loaded, you might see a shift in pink lines in the audio bar.

Besides knowing how to time, you are now ready to time. Given that you have a video and audio 

file loaded. ☺

1.5) The actual timing.

Now I’ll teach you how to properly time. As you know, the basic lead-in that we use is 150ms. 

The lead-out starts at 250ms but will often be extended. Basically a lead-out can be extended till 

750ms.



For now however, you don’t need to mind those things just yet. Everyone has a different way of 

timing but imo this is the best one.

We’ll start with having the video/Audio and Keyframes loaded. To time you will need a few 

hotkeys. Mainly the one to play the audio/line, the one that commits an audio change, and the 2 

that add the lead-in/lead-out. If you can set these to buttons on your mouse, I suggest you do 

that because it will make things a lot easier and faster. You can find/change the buttons 

associated with said functions in the options window in aegisub under “Hotkeys”

Given that the subtitle file you received has all the dialogue lines at 0:00:00.00, you willl begin 

with timing the subtitles in such a way that the beginning and end of the line is exactly at the 

start and end of the line, so without any lead-in or lead-out and don’t pay attention to 

gaps/keyframes for now.

If the picture isn’t clear for you, you can see it here: http://imgur.com/a/Jm9W5



Once you have timed all the dialogue lines like this, select all but only the dialogue lines and then

go to “Timing � Timing Post Processor”.

You will get a tiny window which you should set like this. http://imgur.com/a/Jm9W5

See how only the styles used for the dialogue are selected? Make sure that if multiple styles are 

used in the dialogue “Top/Up, Italics, Alternate, etc...” these are selected as wel!

Now because we selected all the dialogue lines only, check the box that says “Affect Selection 

Only”, otherwise you will be adding the lead-in to the kara/typesettings and we don’t want this.

Make sure the box for “add lead-in” is checked and that the value is 150. Everything else should 

not be checked, yes even lead-out. We don’t add that with the timing post processor because it 

often fucks up if you do.



Once you have confirmed everything is good, press Ok and you will see that all the dialogue lines 

will have 150ms lead-in added to them. From now on, DO NOT EDIT the lead-in unless it is to 

stick it to a keyframe that is too close so it won’t be a gap. NEVER touch it for anything else.

Now that we have done this, we still need to add the lead-out and connect any lines to eachother

that need to be and to stick everything to a keyframe where needed.

We do this manually, so now just go through the script line per line, adding the lead-out using 

your shortcut and sticking it to the nessecary places.

If there is a gap between subs that’s under 250ms, it shouldn’t be there. Anything from 250ms to 

500ms shouldn’t be there unless the gap starts with a scenechange.

Here are some videos where you can see my timing in action:

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=krVRd1_iQ8c

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=wd0IJjAfIRQ

This should be all you need to be able to time. When you begin it will take you some hours to do 

one episode. But know that even good timers still take around 1.5 hours to time an episode. 

Crazy timers like me however, can do an episode in 30-40 mins. But that’s very rare and not 

always the case because some series/episodes are easier to time than others.


